Undercutting of Defects in Thin Film Protective Coatings on Polymer Surfaces Exposed to Atomic Oxygen
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Protection for polymeric surfaces is needed to make them durable in the low Earth orbital environment, where oxidation by atomic oxygen is the predominant failure mechanism. Thin film coatings of oxides such as silicon dioxide are viable candidates to provide this protection, but concern has been voiced over the ability of these coatings to protect when defects are present in the coating due to surface anomalies occurring during the deposition process, handling, or micrometeoroid and debris bombardment in low Earth orbit. When a defected coating protecting a polymer substrate is exposed to atomic oxygen, the defect provides a pathway to the underlying polymer allowing oxidation and subsequent undercutting to occur. Defect undercutting was studied for sputter deposited coatings of silicon dioxide on polyimide Kapton. Preliminary results indicate that undercutting may be limited as long as the coating remains intact with the substrate. Therefore, coatings may not need to be defect free to give protection to the underlying surface.

INTRODUCTION

In low Earth orbit (LEO) between altitudes of 180 and 650 km, single, neutral oxygen atoms in the ground state are the most predominant species (ref. 1). These atoms impact spacecraft surfaces with energies between 4.2 and 4.6 eV due to the movement of the spacecraft through the environment (ref. 2). Many materials including polyimide Kapton are oxidized in LEO by the reactive atomic oxygen (ref. 2). The flexible solar array blanket for Space Station Freedom which acts as a support for the solar cells and cell interconnects is composed of this polyimide (ref. 3). Based on Kapton erosion yields on shuttle flight experiment STS-8, it is estimated that the blanket would undergo structural failure due to material loss in approximately 0.5 years if the blanket were not protected (ref. 4), while the desired life for the Space Station Freedom array is 15 years. The most promising protection technique to date is the application of a thin film coating (approximately 500 to 2000 Å) of a metal oxide such as SiO₂ to the surface which acts as a barrier to the atomic oxygen, remains somewhat flexible and transparent, and allows the bulk properties of the underlying polyimide to be maintained (ref. 2). One of the major concerns about using a protective coating is the possibility of coating failure due to defects generated in the coating during the coating
deposition or array manufacturing process, or during space flight by micrometeoroid and debris impact (ref. 5). These defects, usually in the form of pinholes or scratches, are sites where no coating exists to protect the underlying surface. Upon exposure to the LEO environment, the underlying material would be oxidized by atomic oxygen thus creating a void underneath the coating. Of concern is the degree to which the oxidation can spread transversely, undercutting beyond the initial site of the defect. If undercutting continues through atomic oxygen collisional and reactive processes or by growth of the size of the initial defect, then the removal of Kapton may result in structural failure of the array blanket. Also of concern is whether undercutting observed in ground based atomic oxygen simulation systems would be similar to that observed in space. This paper addresses these concerns by determining the extent undercutting occurs at defect sites due to oxidation by atomic oxygen, and whether the directionality of the atomic oxygen entering the defect plays a role in the extent of undercutting.

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Protective coatings and substrates. - All of the materials evaluated in this paper consisted of silicon dioxide ion beam sputter deposited onto ion beam sputter cleaned Kapton type HN with a 1000 eV Ar ion beam in an Ion Tech dual ion beam system. Pressure during deposition was approximately 10^{-4} torr. Film thickness was approximately 600 Å as measured by a stylus surface profiler (Sloan Dektak IIA). Although much of the data for Kapton obtained in space was for type H, type H and HN of the same thickness have very similar erosion yields based on observed mass loss rates in plasma ashers (1.26x10^{-8} ± 6x10^{-10} g/(cm^2 - sec) respectively).

Scanning electron microscopy sample preparation. - The SiO_2 coated Kapton samples were mounted to quartz optical flats with double stick Kapton tape, then a thin film coating of approximately 200 to 300 Å of gold or platinum was applied over the coated surface so that the surface would be conductive enough to be viewed by scanning electron microscopy (Cambridge Stereoscan 200). The conductive coating was applied prior to atomic oxygen exposure.

Atomic oxygen simulation. - Two different facilities were used to expose samples to atomic oxygen for testing. A plasma asher (SPI Plasma Prep II), which generated a 13.56 MHz RF discharge of air in a partial vacuum (19 to 100 mtorr), was used to produce a plasma containing oxygen and nitrogen ions and atoms in various states. The nitrogen species in the plasma appear to have a negligible effect on the mass loss rate of materials exposed in the plasma as determined in previous experiments (ref. 4). The asher is extremely useful in providing qualitative indication of material survivability. Materials which survive in the asher have been found to survive in LEO. Plasma ashers allow accelerated testing to be performed because they present a much more severe environment due largely to a higher oxygen atom arrival rate. The arrival of the oxygen species to the surface of a material in the asher is from random directions while in space, a directed sweeping arrival would occur due to the rotation of the solar array to track the sun.

A directed beam of oxygen ions was produced by means of an end Hall ion source (Commonwealth Scientific Inc.). Oxygen ions at an energy of approximately 57 eV at a flux of approximately 8.5x10^{16} atoms/(cm^2 - sec) were used to expose the samples in a vacuum chamber whose pressure was 10^{-4} torr during
operation with a base pressure of $10^{-6}$ torr. The beam was a mixture of $O^+$ and $O_2^+$. The samples were located approximately 25 cm downstream of the ion source on a water cooled sample holder. A water cooled shield between the cathode filament and the samples was used to reduce the heat arriving at the samples from the filament. This source was used in conjunction with the asher to determine the role of atomic oxygen arrival directionality and energy on undercutting.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Determining the extent of undercutting. - The amount of undercutting, at defect sites formed during the deposition process, as a function of time was studied by exposing a sample of SiO$_2$ coated Kapton in a plasma asher and removing it at selected time intervals for observation in a scanning electron microscope. Figure 1 contains a series of photomicrographs of a selected area on the coated surface as a function of the effective fluence (based on Kapton mass loss/area and an erosion yield of $3 \times 10^{-24}$ cm$^3$/atom) incident upon the sample surface in the plasma asher. The light or dark ring surrounding each defect indicates the extent of coating undercutting. This is visible due to charging of the coating surface in the electron beam at points where the coating is no longer in contact with the underlying substrate when the electron beam energy is high enough. By measuring the distance between the center of the defect and the average edge of the undercutting ring, a plot of the undercutting extent versus atomic oxygen fluence could be made (fig. 2). The plots indicate a slow initial growth in the undercutting radius which passes through a maximum before slowing to near zero growth after an effective atomic oxygen fluence of approximately $1 \times 10^{21}$ atoms/cm$^2$ for this sample. The photomicrographs appear to show the coating collapsing into the undercut area which could account for the reduction in the growth of the undercutting radius. These types of growth data, however, have been observed for defects which remain open through the duration of the atomic oxygen exposure.

Curve shape may be driven by several factors. Only about 11 percent of the atomic oxygen which lands on a carbon surface in LEO undergoes a chemical reaction with the surface, the remainder is scattered (ref. 6). Scattering is believed to occur in almost a cosine distribution from the surface (ref. 7). The reaction probability is believed to be energy dependent, with more energetic atoms having a higher reaction probability than those at lower energy (ref. 8). Also since these measurements are made for a two-dimensional surface, the extent of the depth of oxidation into the substrate is not observed, but could account for the initial increasing slope of the undercutting radius curves. A combination of these factors could provide a possible explanation for the growth and cessation of undercutting observed for these samples (fig. 3). Initially, the opening in the coating would allow the polymer exposed by the defect to be oxidized but little undercutting would be observed because the material near the surface must be removed to a level where scattering of atomic oxygen under the coating could take place. Once this occurs, the rate of undercutting would increase. Some of the atomic oxygen will be scattered back out of the opening, and the probability of this would increase with the size of the coating defect, so for large defects it would be expected that smaller undercutting radii with respect to the size of the defect would be seen with exposure time. As time progresses, the atomic oxygen would have
to undergo multiple scattering off of the polymer surface and the underside of the coating in order to allow the undercut region to grow outward. The farther it extends, the less likely it will be for the atomic oxygen to arrive at that point, without having undergone reaction, reassociation, or loss out of the defect. More testing is needed at higher atomic oxygen fluence levels to determine the extent of oxidation depth and whether undercutting does terminate as initial testing indicates. Modeling is needed in order to determine which factors are important.

For this sample of coated Kapton, out of approximately 113,800 defects/cm² visible on the surface, about 21,800 actually showed signs of undercutting. This means that a visual observation of a coated surface is not enough to determine if the coating has atomic oxygen pathways to the Kapton surface; it must be subjected to an atomic oxygen environment. In low Earth orbit, the micrometeoroid environment has been predicted by the 1987 micrometeoroid model to provide approximately 1 hit/cm² over 15 years for 10⁻¹² g or larger particles (ref. 5). Debris is predicted to provide less than 1000 hits/cm² over 15 years. The two combined represent approximately 20 times fewer oxidizable defects than are produced by coating and handling. Defects that can occur on the ground seem to be a greater problem, more worthy of addressing.

If intrinsic stresses in the protective coating cause the coating to tear due to lack of support in the area of the undercutting, then one could expect to see a continued growth in the undercut radius (ref. 9). Figure 4 shows an example of a reactively magnetron sputter deposited coating of silicon dioxide on Kapton that does not continue to protect because the coating has torn as the undercutting progressed allowing more of the underlying surface to be exposed. This can lead to total failure of the protective coating. Deposition of a low stress or adherent coating is needed to prevent this.

Energetic directed versus a thermal random oriented atomic oxygen arrival. - In the plasma of the asher, the atomic oxygen arrives with low energy (0.1 eV) from many different angles while in space the arrival is closer to a rotated, directed beam at higher energy (4.2 to 4.6 eV). To bound the degree of undercutting one might expect in LEO, data from the plasma asher was compared to that from a 57 eV directed oxygen ion beam exposure. The energetic ions would be expected to have a higher first impact reaction probability than in the plasma asher or LEO. Thus one could expect less undercutting, but deeper erosion of the Kapton at the site of the defect. Samples of the SiO₂ coated Kapton were exposed to atomic oxygen in the plasma asher and the directed beam for an equivalent fluence of 1.5x10²¹ atoms/cm² and 1.2x10²¹ atoms/cm² respectively which corresponds to almost 1 yr in the Space Station Freedom constant density orbit (ref. 10). Figure 5 contains the photomicrographs of these samples after exposure. Although undercutting is present for the sample exposed in the energetic directed beam (fig. 5(b)), the extent of undercutting in comparison to the size of the defect is smaller than for the plasma asher exposed defects. This is illustrated in figure 6. In general, the radius of undercutting compared to the defect size is smaller for larger defects in both cases as would be expected. A directed atomic oxygen beam rotating around a surface, which is closer to the arrival in LEO, would tend to produce more undercutting than a fixed directed beam.
CONCLUSIONS

Tests to date have shown that the growth of undercutting appears to be limited with atomic oxygen exposure on coated polyimide surfaces in which the protective coating stays in contact with the substrate. Therefore, the production of defect free coatings, although desirable, is not as important as the ability of the coating to remain intact as undercutting occurs. Thus deposition of low intrinsic stress, tear resistant films may be critical to long term durability in LEO. Large defects do not produce proportionately large areas of undercutting, therefore size should not cause great concern provided the defects are not long and interconnecting which could provide a structurally weak point. Methods of ground evaluation for defects should involve the testing of coupons of the coated material with ground based atomic oxygen plasma devices in order to accurately determine the number of defects produced. The number of defects on the surface produced in the coating process and the mechanical integrity of the coating, are quality control issues extremely pertinent to the survival of polymers to be used on Space Station Freedom and for other LEO space systems if long term durability against attack by atomic oxygen is to be achieved.
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**FIGURE 1.** - SCANNING ELECTRON PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF SILICON DIOXIDE COATED KAPTON EXPOSED IN AN ATOMIC OXYGEN PLASMA ASHER AT VARIOUS FLUENCE LEVELS.  

*ORIGINAL PAGE IS OF POOR QUALITY*
FIGURE 2. - UNDERCUTTING EXTENT OF DEFECTS ON SILICON DIOXIDE COATED KAPTON AS A FUNCTION OF ATOMIC OXYGEN FLUENCE DURING EXPOSURE IN A PLASMA ENVIRONMENT.

FIGURE 3. - POSSIBLE SCENARIO FOR UNDERCUTTING OF A DEFECTED COATING IN AN ATOMIC OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT.

FIGURE 4. - REACTIVE MAGNETRON SPUTTER DEPOSITED SILICON DIOXIDE ON KAPTON AFTER EXPOSURE TO AN EQUIVALENT ATOMIC OXYGEN FLUENCE OF APPROXIMATELY $10^{22}$ ATOMS/cm$^2$.
(A) PLASMA ASHER EFFECTIVE FLUENCE OF $1.5 \times 10^{21}$ ATOMS/cm$^2$.

(B) DIRECTED BEAM EFFECTIVE FLUENCE OF $1.2 \times 10^{21}$ ATOMS/cm$^2$.

FIGURE 5. - PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF SILICON DIOXIDE COATED KAPTON AFTER EXPOSURE TO ATOMIC OXYGEN.

RU - UNDERCUTTING RADIUS
RD - DEFECT RADIUS

FIGURE 6. - EXTENT OF UNDERCUTTING IN COMPARISON TO THE ORIGINAL DEFECT SIZE FOR PLASMA ASHER EXPOSED AND DIRECTED BEAM EXPOSED SILICON DIOXIDE COATED KAPTON.
Protection for polymeric surfaces is needed to make them durable in the low Earth orbital environment, where oxidation by atomic oxygen is the predominant failure mechanism. Thin film coatings of oxides such as silicon dioxide are viable candidates to provide this protection, but concern has been voiced over the ability of these coatings to protect when defects are present in the coating due to surface anomalies occurring during the deposition process, handling, or micrometeoroid and debris bombardment in low Earth orbit. When a defected coating protecting a polymer substrate is exposed to atomic oxygen, the defect provides a pathway to the underlying polymer allowing oxidation and subsequent undercutting to occur. Defect undercutting was studied for sputter deposited coatings of silicon dioxide on polyimide Kapton. Preliminary results indicate that undercutting may be limited as long as the coating remains intact with the substrate. Therefore, coatings may not need to be defect free to give protection to the underlying surface.